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Manufacturing Instructions

YewdaleDefiant® roller blinds (R20B & R20M)

R20M – Low Voltage Electric 24v DC:
926325W
Back bar top fix bracket
938031W
Aluminium back bar
926325W
Back bar top fix bracket
933029W
Bracket cover 40mm

OPTIONAL

933010W
Back bar screw
933026W
Control bracket
40mm (back bar)

938024
Barrel 40mm
980026y
Universal
end set 40mm
980002
24v DC Motor

980013
40mm Adaptor set

938120W
Bottom bar plastic

OPTIONAL
938311W/B/S
Tear drop bottom bar
938312W/B/S endcap

OPTIONAL
938311W/B/S Tear drop bottom bar
938312W/B/S Tear drop endcap
938313W/B/S Side guiding adapter

938170W

Bottom bar end cap
918003S
Wire
938314W
Lug
6200W
Aluminium
Channel
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918008
Side guiding bezel
918011
Wire clamp

YewdaleDefiant® Manufacturing instructions Part no: 1015

R20M – Low Voltage Electric 24v DC:
1. Checking the size of the blind required to be manufactured, select the
40mm size barrel.
2. Ensuring the barrel (Part number 938024) is free from damage, cut this to
the desired blind width minus 35mm.
3. Ensuring the bottom bar (Part number 938311W/B/S) is free from damage,
cut this to the desired blind width minus 35mm.
4. Selecting the required fabric, cut the width to blind width minus 35mm and
the drop to blind drop plus 250mm.
5. Using a recommended roller blind assembly table, lay the fabric, barrel and
bottom bar in position.
6. Using the correct size Mylar tape (6mm for 200gsm fabric, 7mm for 300gsm
fabrics and 8mm for 400gsm fabrics) attach the fabric to the barrel.
N.B It is important that your own testing of the fabric and the appropriate
Mylar tape is carried out.
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Manufacturing Instructions

YewdaleDefiant® roller blinds (R20B & R20M)

R20M – Low Voltage Electric 24v DC:
7. To attach the tear drop bottom bar, cut the 10mm plastic strip (962499) and
attach in line with the base of the fabric on the back, using the double sided
adhesive tape on the strip. Attach one staple at each end and one in the
middle of the fabric through the plastic strip using a heavy-duty stapler and
suitable staples, ensure staples are completely compressed.
8. Folding the fabric as shown below, insert this into the tear drop bottom
bar using a sliding process from either the left of the right-hand side of the
blind.
9. Secure the fabric in the bottom bar by pushing home the bottom bar end
caps (Part No 938312W/B/S)
10. Selecting the 24v DC Tubular motor, (Part number 980002), slide the collar
to the end and align it with the grooves. Push the drive wheel on to the end
of the motor and secure with a c-clip. Slide the motor into the barrel.
11. Secure the pin end into the barrel.
12. Lift the blind into a test rig and inspect for any defects.
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R20B – Low Voltage Battery 7.4v DC:
926325W
Back bar top fix bracket

938031W
Aluminium back bar

933029W
Bracket cover 40mm

926325W
Back bar top fix bracket

OPTIONAL

933010W
Back bar screw

938024
Barrel 40mm

933026W
Control bracket
40mm (back bar)

980026
Universal
end set 40mm
980003
7.4v DC motor
980013
40mm Adaptor set

938120W
Bottom bar plastic
OPTIONAL
938311W/B/S Tear drop bottom bar
938312W/B/S Tear drop endcap
938313W/B/S Side guiding adapter
918003S
Wire

938170W
Bottom bar end cap

918008
Side guiding bezel
918011
Wire clamp
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Manufacturing Instructions

YewdaleDefiant® roller blinds (R20B & R20M)

R20B – Low Voltage Battery 7.4v DC:
1. Checking the size of the blind required to be manufactured, select the
40mm size barrel.
2. Ensuring the barrel (Part number 938024) is free from damage, cut this to
the desired blind width minus 35mm.
3. Ensuring the bottom bar (Part number 938311W/B/S) is free from damage,
cut this to the desired blind width minus 35mm.
4. Selecting the required fabric, cut the width to blind width minus 35mm and
the drop to blind drop plus 250mm.
5. Using a recommended roller blind assembly table, lay the fabric, barrel and
bottom bar in position.
6. Using the correct size Mylar tape (6mm for 200gsm fabric, 7mm for 300gsm
fabrics and 8mm for 400gsm fabrics) attach the fabric to the barrel.
N.B It is important that your own testing of the fabric and the appropriate
Mylar tape is carried out.
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R20B – Low Voltage Battery 7.4v DC:
7. To attach the tear drop bottom bar, cut the 10mm plastic strip (962499) and
attach in line with the base of the fabric on the back, using the double sided
adhesive tape on the strip. Attach one staple at each end and one in the
middle of the fabric through the plastic strip using a heavy-duty stapler and
suitable staples, ensure staples are completely compressed.
8. Folding the fabric as shown below, insert this into the tear drop bottom
bar using a sliding process from either the left of the right-hand side of the
blind.
9. Secure the fabric in the bottom bar by pushing home the bottom bar end
caps (Part No 938312W/B/S).
10. Selecting the 7.4v DC battery powered motor, (Part number 980003), slide
the collar to the end and align it with the grooves. Push the drive wheel on
to the end of the motor and secure with a c-clip. Slide the motor into the
barrel.
11. Secure the pin end into the barrel.
12. Lift the blind into a test rig and inspect for any defects.
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Yewdale, Enterprise Way,
Wickford, Essex SS11 8DH
Call +44 (0)1268 570900
Fax +44 (0)1268 732509
Email enquires@yewdale.co.uk
Visit yewdale.co.uk
For more information on all
Yewdale products, please call
the sales department.

®

curtain track systems

®

cubicle and shower screens

®

cubicle and track systems

magnetic anti-ligature system

fabric and blind systems

®

®

A comprehensive range
of window blind systems
designed with unique
technical features and to
the exacting specifications
that active commercial
environments demand.

The only fail-safe range of
exclusive anti-ligature products
designed to maximise the
safety of persons by removing
the death potential where
secure care is required.

The industry’s preferred
choice of maintenance
free privacy track systems
providing enhanced personal
welfare throughout the entire
healthcare and public sectors.

A dedicated range of privacy
and shower curtains with a
primary infection control
focus, providing an allencompassing solution to
increased levels of dignity.

A concise approach to
a broad spectrum of
commercial curtain
track requirements with
simplistic control options
and designed for almost
every application.
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